Tuesday 1st October 2019, 7.30pm
The Village Hotel, Pinehurst Road,
Farnborough GU14 7BF
“Hunter Heavy Breathing - Tales of XL563 and the IAM Centrifuge”
Professor Mike Bagshaw
The Farnborough man-carrying centrifuge finally closed in March 2019 having
been established, together with the RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, in
February 1945. Extensive research and development work on protection of flying
crew against the effects of acceleration has led to production of equipment and
techniques now in use by air forces throughout the world.
The RAF IAM and its successors was unique in having a dedicated high
performance research aircraft available for developing the work of the laboratory
and the centrifuge in the real-time flight environment. Hunter T7 XL563, the first
production T7, served with the IAM from May 1963 until its retirement in
July 1993. Although based at Experimental Flying Squadron, XL563 was on
charge from RAF Strike Command and was not part of the RAE/DRA/DERA/
QinetiQ inventory.Test flying was performed by RAF medically qualified pilots with
active collaboration and participation by EFS test pilots. In the latter days of
XL563 service, policy changed and no RAF medical officer pilots were trained.
IAM flight trials were then flown by IAM’s non-medical test pilot working with
American military medically qualified pilots on exchange to the RAF.
Mike Bagshaw served as the RAF IAM Senior Medical Officer Pilot from 1980
until his retirement in 1986. In this lecture he will describe his work in the
development of acceleration protection and oxygen systems for crew members
and will briefly outline some of the other significant research and development.
Free to FAST Association Members, Guests and Non Members Welcome (with a donation to FAST)
See overleaf for details of parking arrangements
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